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The ability to follow instructions is an important aspect of everyday life. Depending on the setting and
context, following instructions results in outcomes that have various degrees of impact. In a clinical
setting, following instructions may affect life or death. Within the context of the academic setting,
following instructions or failure to do so can impede general learning and development of desired
proficiencies. Intuitively, one might think that following instructions requires simply reading instruc-
tional text or paying close attention to verbal directions and performing the intended action afterward.
This commentary provides a brief overview of the cognitive architecture required for following in-
structions and will explore social behaviors and mode of instruction as factors further impacting this
ability.
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INTRODUCTION
Following instructions is an important ability to

practice in everyday life. Within an academic setting,
following instructions can influence grades, learning
subject matter, and correctly executing skills. In this
commentary, we provide an overview of the primary
factors that influence the ability of an individual to follow
instructions. We translate these findings from the psy-
chological literature into practical guidelines to follow in
the educational setting.

Literature on following instructions first surfaced in
the late 1970s.1 Researchers observed a subset of house-
wiveswho demonstrated a preference to tinkerwith a new
home appliance to get it started or watch a demonstration
video on how to set it up rather than read the accompa-
nying instruction manual. Since then, numerous factors
that influence following instructions have been investi-
gated including a person’s working memory capacity,2-6

societal rules,7-9 history effects,7 self-regulatory behav-
ior,10,11 and instruction format.3,6 Although not com-
pletely independent of each other, these factors warrant
some individual attention to better understand their im-
plications on following instructions.

Working Memory and Following Instructions
Working memory is the brain’s workbench, linking

perception, attention, and long-term memory.12,13 As an
example, in the classroom setting, learners may receive
information visually from slides and/or auditorily from
instructor narration. However, only items that learners
pay attention to within the environment enter their
working memory. These items are then processed,
resulting in the formation of a mental representation (ie,
encoding) that effectively moves from working memory
to long-term storage. Thus, working memory perfor-
mance is an important intermediary between perception
and learning. Because working memory capacity is lim-
ited,14 a person’s ability to follow instructions may be
impacted if the instructional load is greater than that ca-
pacity, ultimately leading to information loss (for more
information, explore cognitive load theory15,16). This loss
of informationmay bemore pronouncedwhen a taskmust
be performed immediately and the presentation rate of
instructions cannot be controlled by the user. Imagine a
student named Dennis. During class, Dennis is nervous
about an upcoming examination and this emotional state
preoccupies his working memory, leading to, in that
moment, a lower working memory performance. As a
result, when the professor gives verbal instructions for an
upcoming assignment, the amount of instructional load
supersedes Dennis’ capacity to hold on to those instruc-
tions in his working memory. Because he cannot hold on
to those instructions, he is less likely to store them in his
long-term memory and will not be able to refer to them
later when completing the task. To summarize, the ability
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to hold instructions within working memory is necessary
to execute the desired function; thus lowworkingmemory
performance can compromise a student’s ability to follow
instructions.2 If a student cannot process or hold in-
structions in working memory, they will probably fail to
complete a given task correctly.

There are two potential strategies to assist the learner
in this situation. One strategy is to have the learner im-
mediately act on the received information.17 A common
example of this is the teach-back method, which is a
practice of enactment. The practice of enactment has
demonstrated greater retention of new information.4,5

This line of research has shown that the accuracy of
recalling instructions was increased when immediately
after instruction, actionswere performed at both the initial
learning phase (ie, encoding) and later during recall. The
second strategy is to use different forms of instructions
(eg, written and verbal), which allows the learner to
control the rate of presentation. If the learner can control
the rate, they can review the instructions as needed or go at
a slower pace to fully encode the instructions.18,19

Societal Rules and History Effects
Following instructions is a behavior, and most hu-

man behavior depends on social context. Part of the social
context is the presence of another individual. The mere
presence effect is the phenomenon that human behavior
changes when another human is around.9 The presence of
another person canmake an individualmore pliant. Being
more or less pliant, or pliance, describes behavior that is
controlled by a socially mediated consequence. As an
example, if an instructor tells a student to write their name
at the top of a test sheet and the student does so to gain the
instructor’s approval, this is a ply and the student is being
pliant. Imagine a student, Angela. She follows instruc-
tions because she feels it is a professional expectation that
hermentors and peers have. Angela will be pliant because
following instructions has a social consequence. For this
to occur, however, the instructor must monitor the com-
pletion of the task, possess the ability to impose a con-
sequence, and observe the effect of the consequence on
the student. Donadeli and colleagues8 explored the effect
of themagnitude of nonverbal consequences, monitoring,
and social consequences on instruction following. They
observed that the presence of an observer and social
reprimand for not following instructions improved the
rates at which people followed instructions. This suggests
that societal constructs, such as following authority fig-
ures and the fear of reprimand, may be drivers in moti-
vating people to follow directions.

There are two possible ways to address societal ef-
fects on following instructions. The first way is to

establish an expectation of professionalism by explaining
why instruction following is important. This would be
consistent with aspects of social identity theory.20,21 The
second way is to create the fear of reprimand. In this case,
faculty members hold students responsible for following
the rules. This could be with respect to assignment for-
matting, assignment deadlines, or other aspects thatmight
be tied to a penalty.

Following instructions is affected by the presence of
another person even if there is no history of reinforcement
for such behavior, suggesting that instructional control
may be strengthened by social contingencies.7,8 How-
ever, societal rules can lead to history effects. If students
never receive feedback on or consequences for their in-
ability to follow instructions, history effects dictate they
will continue that behavior. Now imagine a student
namedAmber. Amberwrote down the instructions during
class but did not follow them because she generally does
well on her assignments despite not completely following
the instructions. As such, she abstained from following
the rules because a consequence was not associated with
not following them.

Metacognition and Self-regulation
Following instructions also depends on self-regulation,

ie, a person’s awareness of their own behavior to act in a
manner that optimizes their best long-term interests.22 Todo
so, an individual must be aware of their own thoughts and
actions. This awareness plays a role in metacognitive
monitoring, or a person’s monitoring of their own thoughts
and behaviors.

Metacognition has been described as thinking about
thinking.23 At its core, it is about planning, monitoring
making progress, and evaluating the completion of a
process. For instance, if a student is asked to conduct a
journal club meeting, the planning stage would involve
gaining an understanding of what is required to success-
fully complete a journal club meeting. This could include
time needed for completion orwhere to look for an article.
The monitoring phase is the awareness to review the ar-
ticle and pull out key information. The final part, evalu-
ation, involves checking the work to determine whether
goals were met.

Imagine a student named Craig. Craig wrote down
instructions for an assignment, but after completing the
assignment, he did not review the instructions to ensure he
followed them correctly. He failed to monitor his prog-
ress. As such, the ability to be metacognitively aware can
be a key piece in following instructions. In this case, in-
dividuals may not follow instructions because they are
poor monitors of their learning.22,24-28 Students may not
adequately plan before tackling their assignment, such as
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by reading instructions beforehand. Next, they may not
monitor their progress during completion of the assign-
ment. And finally, once students think they have com-
pleted the task, they may not go back and read the
instructions to ensure they have fulfilled all expectations.
To help them with this and other aspects of instruction,
students may need to use accountability (societal rules) as
a primary source of motivation. Without accountability,
students may not follow instructions, thus perpetuating
poormetacognitive skills, leading to unawareness ofwhat
they know, what they do not know, and the process to
correct errors. A strategy may be the use of checklists to
help students monitor their thoughts during a process (see
Tanner29 and Medina and colleagues30 for a review of
methods to develop metacognition).

Verbal vs Written Instructions
When examining best practices for conveying in-

structions to learners, the instructor should consider
whether instructions are best retained and applied if re-
ceived in a verbal versus a written format. To date, no
published studies have examined whether one format
offers greater benefit over another; however, one study
explored both formats in relation to working memory.6

Written instructions are efficient because large
amounts of detail can be provided that students can read
rapidly. Thus, step-by-step manuals can be found for al-
most all electronic devices. While there is a large body of
literature describing the mechanics of how we read, there
are some important points to underscore.6 When reading
and following instructions, a person will act in the same
sequence in which action items are presented in the text.
In the television showMASH (season 1, episode 20), one
of the characters was instructed to “. . .cut wires leading to

the clockwork fuse at the head, but first remove the fuse.”
He proceeded to cut the wires before removing the fuses.
He acted in the same sequence in which the instructions
were presented but failed to follow the actual instructions.
This raises an important point: individuals aremore likely
to remember instructions when the order is consistent
with how events occur.6Writing instructions according to
the sequence of actions the reader needs to take may lead
to better results. For example, “do A before doing B’ is a
superior form of wording instructions than stating, “be-
fore doing A, do B,” as illustrated in the above scenario.

Spoken instructions are advantageous in face-to-face
interactions (eg, within the classroom). Spoken instruc-
tions are processed through the phonological loop, a
component of working memory focused on verbal infor-
mation, which is more flexible and convenient. Intrinsi-
cally, listening requires less effort than reading. Spoken
words can also be paired with visual aids to guide action,
such as in measuring blood pressure or administering an
immunization.6 Remarkably, individuals cannot read and
follow visual objects at the same time. Combining text
with pictures can bemore taxing to workingmemory than
combining spoken words and visuals. A drawback asso-
ciatedwith spokenwords is the rate of presentation.While
the speed atwhich text is read can be controlled by the end
user, the instructor’s speed of speech cannot. The pho-
nological loop mediates the ability to hold and process
auditory information.13,31 Items (bits of information) in
the phonological store can rapidly decay, and because
items are usually chained in such a way that an item
primes the next item,31 one lost step can lead to the loss of
all subsequent steps (eg, if a student cannot remember step
3, she is unlikely to recall any step after that). To prevent
this loss, people tend to “rehearse” following instructions

Table 1. Common Errors in Following Instructions and Recommendations to Enhance the Probability of Instruction Following

Error in Following Instructions Potential Cause Recommendation

Students forget parts of the instructions. Limited working
memory

1. Have students teach back the instructions you want
followed.

2. Give instructions in the order in which they need to be
completed in a stepwise process.

3. Allow the learners to control the rate of instruction
presentation (verbally or written).

Students know the instructions but fail
to follow them.

Social and historical
effects

1. Have authority figures present during execution.
2. Assign points based on following or not following
instructions.

Students did not read the instructions
OR students did not follow them/did
not check their work.

Metacognitive 1. Use checklists to ensure the instructions were followed.
2. Stage assignments so a larger project is broken into
smaller pieces, allowing better monitoring and feedback.

3. Include prompts in the assignment to help students
monitor or evaluate the task.
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by repeating the instructions to themselves.3 Access to
both written instructions and verbal instructions may
prove beneficial, as written instructions can be referred to
if any verbal instruction is missed.

SUMMARY
Several factors can impact a student’s ability to

follow instructions. Recommendations to increase the
probability of learners following instructions are avail-
able within the literature (Table 1). While these modali-
ties may not guarantee success, these recommendations
should increase the probability that most students will
follow instructions. Althoughwe cannot extrapolate from
current literature whether one mode of instruction deliv-
ery is preferred over another, we can apply some of these
findings to pharmacy students in a learning environment
where instructions are used to guide the completion of
deliverables. The first thing the instructor can do is pro-
vide both written and verbal instructions. These instruc-
tions should be concise, written in student-friendly
language, and given in order of operation (ie, step A then
step B). Students can read (and reread the written in-
structions), which should minimize errors resulting from
not paying attention or insufficient working memory.
Although distracted when verbal instructions were given,
a student can review written instructions in a self-paced
manner, thus reducing cognitive load and increasing the
probability of remembering them. The instructor could
then employ metacognitive monitoring and assess the
student’s understanding of the instructions by including a
checklist within the assignment, ie, a strategy to help
Craig monitor his learning and check his work (much like
journals have checklists for authors). Finally, the in-
structor should penalize students for not following the
instructions thereby using the social context to reinforce
their need to follow instructions. Amber benefits by
learning there are consequences for not following in-
structions. ForDennis andCraig, the threat of punishment
in the form of lost points maymotivate them to review the
instructions to ensure they have done their work correctly,
a process which can improve their attention (Dennis) and
metacognitive monitoring (Craig).
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